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ABSTRACT

Security system is the most important method to prevent homes from being intruded. Biometrics is applied to this security system as the key because of the increasing popularity. The conventional methods that are currently used for home security system have many weaknesses. Therefore, this project is developed so that the invasion could not be done easily. This project applies the voice verification as the key to home security systems. Matlab software is used for the development of this security system in this project. This project also uses equipment such as servo motor for the system designing.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Biometrics is the science and technology of measuring and analyzing biological data. In information technology, biometrics refers to technologies that measure and analyze human body characteristics, such as fingerprints, eye retinas and irises, voice patterns, facial patterns and hand measurements, for authentication purposes.

Voice is a part of human biometric. Voice pattern is unique for each person. Since voice is a natural phenomenon, it is very easy to be used in a daily life compared to other biometric like iris, fingerprint, and face and to name but a few.

Voice as a biometric can be separated in two parts, namely voice verification and voice recognition. Voice verification and voice recognition are the different voice system although the two are often confused. Voice verification verifies the vocal characteristic from a specific person while voice recognition is used to translate the spoken word into a specific response.

Voice verification is text dependent, meaning the caller must state a specific word, phrase or digit sequence in order to be verified. Voice verification receives spoken keywords/passwords from a specific user through a microphone. Voice verification is
conceptually similar to fingerprint. It is common knowledge that each person's fingerprints have unique characteristics that can be used to distinguish one person to another. It has also been proven that each person can be identified by the unique features of his or her vocal characteristic and speaking pattern.

Biometric voice verification is the process of comparing a voice sample with a stored, digital voice model, or voiceprint, for the purpose of verifying identity. A voiceprint is a digital representation of some of the unique characteristics of a caller's voice, including physiological characteristics of the nasal passages and vocal chords, as well as the frequency, cadence and duration of the vocal pattern. A voiceprint is not a recording or sound file – it cannot be played back into a voice biometrics system by an imposter.

Voice recognition is to understand the spoken word and cannot identify the identity of the speaker. A familiar example of voice recognition system is that of an automated call center asking a user to "press number one on his/her phone keypad" or "say the word 'one'." In this case, the system does not verify the identity of the person who says the word "one"; it is only checking that the word "one" was said.

An individual's biometric features such as fingerprints, retinal patterns, and facial features, but an individual's speech pattern has more unique qualities and is often recognized as the most natural form of biometrics. The human voice is also considered the most common form of communication and is an ideal form of personal identification, because your voice can never be lost, stolen or shared without your knowledge.

1.2 Problem Statement

Today, biometric is a popular method used as a security system. Conventional methods for automated personal identification or identity verification mainly rely on
something a person must have such as a token, key or a card and something to be memorized like Personal Identification Numbers (PIN) or a password. However, this method brings a certain level of security, users suffer conceptual flaws since tokens can be lost or stolen while PIN and passwords can be forgotten or guessed by unauthorized users.

In today’s world, there are always people wanting to steal and copy information. Security system goal is to keep unauthorized users from maliciously destroying and altering resources. Security is not an absolute way to keep these malicious acts from occurring; it simply makes it much more difficult.

The use of voice identification as a ‘security key’ is more applicable to replace the existing conventional domestic security system.

1.3 Project Aim and Objectives

The objective of this project is:

- To develop security system using voice verification system
- To identify typical plan in designing the system
- To develop a programme for voice verification system by using MatLab software
1.4 Scope

The project will cover the application of voice verification system as the “door key” to the house main entrance.

- using electric equipment such as servo motor
- develop programme using MatLab software
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Biometrics is used as an automated security system to determine or verify identity through physiological or behavioral characteristics. This task is done with the use of automated databases that store small and large amounts of biometric records. There are many advantages to the usage of biometrics over previous and comparable technologies. Although, because of some of the heavy debates that surround the issue of biometrics, it has not come into common use, yet. At this point, the government and other highly secure entities are the main parties to utilize the benefits the biometrics technology. Biometrics has been in the workings for quite a while now, but there still remains much research to be done.
2.1 Automated Personal Identification

The information age is quickly revolutionizing the way transactions are completed. Everyday actions are increasingly being handled electronically, instead of using pencil and paper or via face to face interaction. This growth in electronic transactions has resulted in a greater demand for fast and accurate automatic user identification and authentication. (Braghin, 2003)

Traditionally, two major types of automatic personal identification approaches have been used: knowledge-based and token-based. Knowledge-based approaches use "something you know" to identify you, such as passwords. Token-based approaches use "something you have" to recognize you, such as smart cards, magnetic stripe cards and physical keys. The weakness of these systems is the fact that passwords can be forgotten, shared, or observed and tokens can be lost, stolen, duplicated, or left at home. In addition, these systems are unable to differentiate between an authorized person or an impostor using the token or the knowledge fraudulently acquired from the authorized
person. The banking industry reports that false acceptances at Automatic Teller Machines (ATM) are as high as 30 percent, resulting in worldwide financial fraud of $2.98 billion a year. MasterCard alone reports over $1.2 million in fraudulent ATM losses every day. (Braghin, 2003)

Another personal identification approach is biometrics. Biometric technologies are automated methods of recognizing a person based on a physiological or behavioral characteristic. Examples of human traits physical characteristics used for biometric recognition include fingerprints, speech, face, retina, iris, handwritten signature, hand geometry, and wrist veins. Using biometrics for identifying and authenticating human beings ensure much greater security, basing the identification on an intrinsic part of a human being. In a way, you are your own password. (Braghin, 2003)

Biometric techniques have been used a lot in the past for criminal identification and prison security, but since the technology is rapidly evolving, with low cost and high accuracy, it is currently in consideration for adoption in a broad range of civilian applications, like financial transaction and control access to secure areas. While biometrics is not an identification panacea, it is beginning to provide very powerful tools for the problems requiring positive identification. As the technology becomes more economically viable, technically perfected and widely deployed, we can expect biometrics to become the passwords of the twenty-first century. (Braghin, 2003)

2.2 Biometric

Biometrics refers to an automated system that can identify an individual by measuring their physical and behavioral uniqueness or patterns, and comparing it to those on record. In other words, instead of requiring personal identification cards, magnetic cards, keys or passwords, biometrics can identify fingerprints, face, iris, palm prints, signature, DNA, or retinas of an individual for easy and convenient verification.
With the boom in Internet-based business and the increased need for accurate verification when accessing accounts, biometrics is the simplest and most convenient the solution. Its universal, unique, permanent and measurable features ensure security of information in E-commerce, such as on-line banking and shopping malls. Biometrics can also provide you with convenience and security, by enabling a machine to verify the individual by itself and to respond to the individual’s requests. Through the use of such physical controls as access control, and punch card maintenance, user restrictions on certain apparatus can be made possible with an automated verification system. (www.exsight.com)

Biometrics is the automated method of recognizing a person based on a physiological or behavioral characteristic. Biometric technologies are becoming the foundation of an extensive array of highly secure identification and personal verification solutions. Biometric characteristics can be divided in two main classes that are physiological and behavioral. Physiological are related to the shape of the body. Examples include, but are not limited to fingerprint, face recognition, DNA, hand and palm geometry, iris recognition, which has largely replaced retina, and odor/scent. Behavioral are related to the behavior of a person. Examples include, but are not limited to typing rhythm, gait, and voice. (www.wikipedia.org).

Some researchers have coined the term behaviometrics for this class of biometrics. Firmly speaking, voice is also a physiological trait because every person has a different vocal tract, but voice recognition is mainly based on the study of the way a person speaks, commonly classified as behavioral. A biometric system can operate in the following two modes that are verification and identification. Verification is a one to one comparison of a captured biometric with a stored template to verify that the individual is who he claims to be. It can be done in conjunction with a smart card, username or ID number. Identification is a one to a many comparisons of the captured biometric against a biometric database in attempt to identify an unknown individual. The identification